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It was bound to happen. For awhile, as ten-speed sales soared and every city council boasted a bike path plan, it seemed that bikes would be hailed the saving solution. But now, prepare for the bicycle backlash. Two harbinger of the coming backlash surfaced recently. One, a survey by a car insurance institute, purported to prove that most car-accidents were injured as opposed to only 1 per cent of the motorists. The other omen arrived more subtly, in an editorial in the Christian Science Monitor: "Ten years ago it was a souped-up Chevy; now it's a 10-speed bicycle."" Grumbled the Monitor writer. Ten-speeds really have little to do with ecology, physical fitness or fun, he said. A well-stocked workshop is a better guarantee than a salesperson's "imprecise workmanship. To collect some strange looks, just go into any department store and ask to see their bicycle service department.

A good service department is a touchstone for any good bike shop. A well-stocked workshop is a better guarantee than a salesperson's "cheating increases".

(CPS) — Cheated on an exam lately? There is a growing concern among college administrators that academic dishonesty is running rampant. They may be right. According to the Washington Post, "Cheating appears to be rising nationally, particularly in large public universities."

And although a 1964 survey found that schools which employ the honor system have the least amount of cheating, eleven years later college which do employ the honor code have found that upwards of 1-in-5 of each class cheat. An outbreak of cheating has attacked a number of campuses.

A special committee to study the honor code has been set up to deal with increased cheating at UC-Davis. The law center at George-town University in Washington, DC has gone so far as to revoke a law degree because of a cheating incident there and an F was given to another law student after a "cut and past job plagiarism or a seminar paper."

The University of Florida's honor court is presently dealing with an organized cheating ring involving 250 students and every department in the College of Business Administration. Students have used all sorts of intricate methods to cheat. For instance the University of Florida scandal united students through garages cans before the ten dates in hopes of finding surplus tests.

Elsewhere the gamut has run from cheat sheets hidden under a wastebasket, between one's legs or inside a coffee cup to strategically placed books that can be hardly flipped through with erratic feet.

The how-to's and prevention of cheating have been finely accentuated by many school officials. But in the process, according to some observers, they have lost sight of a more important ten speeds: gearing down for the bicycle backlash. By Neil Klotz

Consumer Reports received a good test model of it. 2. Lugged frames are best. In the $100-$300 range, which is where you should stay for your first bike, look for a lugged frame; that is, one in which the steel tubes are connected by sleeves rather than just welded or crosswelded. In addition, the lugs should be tapered, not just cut straight across the tubing like a pipe joint. Unluged frames are either heavy and unresponsive or light and seriously weak. If you hadn't guessed, most unluged frames are made in the US. American bike-makers have weakened their frames further by removing the top tube to make a "women's model." Unless you're planning on riding in a dress, women should buy "men's models" or one of the European "unisex" bikes and adjust the saddle forward to reach the handlebars comfortably.

Avoid overlapping gears. Unknown to many, not all ten-speed bikes have ten speeds. The combination of five rear and two front gears or sprockets, can create ten different speeds (5x2 equals 10) — but not always. If bike-makers don't put together the right combination of sprockets continued on page 8

Calico Spring Festival Bucket Brigade Winners. This distinguished group represented Cal State, San Bernardino in the recent Bucket Brigade competition, establishing a new standard in water transport expertise. First place winners shown left to right, standing: Ron Ripley, Barbara Rakow, Robin Brady, Pancho Silva, Vicki Johnson, Mark Fite, Joe Cazayo, Kneeling: Chris Hite, Stephen Waterbury, Not pictured: Keith Johnson.
transcendental meditation: yet another consciousness

by John Gerst

In these days of cultism, spiritual answers to the world’s problems are commonplace. Enter the new answer: a movement which simply teaches the relaxation of the body and mind called Transcendental Meditation (TM).

For twenty minutes twice a day, practitioners sit quietly, silently repeating a personal mantra over and over. Only five syllables: as they relax their bodies and nervous systems, they enter a different consciousness.

TM is practiced by an estimated half million Americans, who have learned it through two organizations established by founder Maharishi Mahesh Yogi. The Student International Meditation Society (SIMS) is charged with bringing the experience to college campuses, while the International Meditation Society (IMS) concentrates on working adults and their families. SIMS has had particular success in popularizing TM. A majority of its users are students, often attracted by huge centerfold ads in university or college newspapers. Others attend one of the 30 colleges and universities that have made TM part of their curriculum.

The framework for TM is the Science of Creative Intelligence (SCI), the basic philosophy of the Maharishi, who believes that there is one fundamental source of intelligence, energy and happiness in everyone. It is in the mind, the Maharishi says, that TM is to put the practitioner in close contact with this source.

TM is a perfectly understandable skill, in action, creative progress and satisfaction,” according to the Maharishi, and is such a “procedure for Federal action.”

LEARNING HOW

Training in TM is simple but expensive. Instruction takes place in seven sessions, with each session costing at least $1,000 plus travel expenses.

In the private session a student receives his or her mantra, chosen from the Vadic Hindu holy books — and basic instruction in meditation. After the session, the student is entitled to free monthly checkups.

He can also pay an additional $125 to $200 for videotapes on SCI to learn the philosophical framework alluded to above. The Maharishi says that to say that TM itself is neither a religion nor a philosophy.

JOINING THE MAINSTREAM

Some have said that one strategy for TM to its course. If grades become an answer to a host of other problems. The state legislatures of Connecticut and Illinois have passed resolutions praising TM and asking their state governments to cooperate in spreading the word. The National Institute of Mental Health has provided several federal research grants to persons studying the effects and applications of TM. A number of high schools and colleges have added SCI and TM to their curricula, and the IMS is in great demand to appear at teaching seminars and other “establishment” groups.

With such diverse support the movement of TM to the mainstream society may only have begun to be felt.

cheating continued

question: why is there cheating. As long as grades maintain the basis for measuring academic achievement and as long as these grades depend on exam scores, the motivation for cheating will remain high,” said a faculty member at Eastern Monticello College.

Grading encourages cheating by wanting a certain grade out of desperation,” agreed Bernard Nienhuis, a professor at Indiana University at South Bend. "Grades are determined by the individual teacher. The grading policies of professors vary widely because of individual biases in teaching, learning and evaluating methods. The system of grading is so subjective that it doesn’t mean anything,” Nienhuis went on to say.

"Like it or not, grades matter,” commented Edward M. White, a professor at Cal State-San Bernardino. "Remember the draft and that the lower rates for driving insurance go to A and B students.”

Most psychologists and school officials have agreed that the roots of cheating are in the elementary school system. A 1979 study by Leroy Barney revealed that 70 percent of all grade school children cheat. The study found that children cheat to hide their misunderstanding of the assignment, to prevent others from thinking they are stupid or to escape from trying to live unrealistic expectations.

This trend is seen throughout the continuing educational careers of students, the study shows. A New York Times survey found that this fearful obsession, with grades has led to students sabotaging the work of others to improve their class standing. The survey also showed that students feel their grade equals their personal net worth. Ironically, the net worth of the grade itself has been declining. Grade inflation has led to a decrease in the relative value of A’s and B’s — has led employers to resort to old job qualification standards. "Better a Princeton A than an A from a less familiar school,” said one admission officer.

Most piecemeal solutions to the present grading-cheating problem have met with limited success. Although the pass-fail system has been initiated at many colleges, it has come under attack because of some recent studies that claimed graduate and professional schools looked for students with at least a "pass” grade. Some have said that one strategy would be to give grades without limitations. If grades became an answer to a host of other problems, then a new system would have to be designed, they reasoned.

The answer lies in a new author, School of Without Failure,” argued the ultimate solution to the grading problem, a teaching system which would not rate students against each other, thus eliminating the "relative academic factor of failure.” By reducing the stress of competition, said Glasser, each student would find his or her own learning and that is the only allowed subject in the system.

If those who write Glasser’s are right, a rating will stop until the motivations for cheating are eliminated and the root of the problem attacked.
There are many unfamiliar names and faces on campus but when I discovered that one of those unknowns was the president of Cal State, I decided to interview President John Pfau. Pfau has served as president of Cal State for fourteen years, three years before there was a campus, student body, or faculty. He was appointed the position in January of 1963 and was instructed to prepare a plan and select a staff for the school's opening in the fall of 1965. For three years he prepared and worked on the development and building of Cal State.

As president, Pfau is responsible for all activity on campus. Some of these things include recruiting and developing a faculty and staff. Trying to provide, through state services and others, the physical facilities and equipment. Maintaining relations with the community, for example, working with various governmental agencies to ensure that we have appropriate access roads, utilities etc. I am also responsible for ensuring we have appropriate student services and activities. While I am the one designated to accept these responsibilities, there are many many other people involved in this process who play major roles.

I asked Pfau what his personal feeling were regarding Cal State's transition from its Liberal Arts to career oriented programs. He talked at great length, explaining to me the underlying history regarding this issue, saying, "When the college started it faced a time when Trustee policy was to start with a basic undergraduate Liberal Arts Program in addition to a Teacher Education Program, and then later to the liberal Liberal Arts Program. In this sense the college has never been a purely Liberal Arts college. This came at a time when there was a real teacher shortage and many students were planning to go into teaching, so the Liberal Arts majors that prevailed were really in a sense a Career Development Program. When the college first started it had the highest general education requirements of the system, comprising of ninety quarter units. At time went on it became apparent that the general education requirements were too high, so they were reduced in number to seventy quarter units. This gave students a wider range of options within the general education requirements. (Despite the reduction Cal State is still quite high among other state colleges in California). We also gave students more electives. As far as majors were concerned we developed a task force which reviewed the general education program, the results of its recommendations called for various schools to develop some additional majors such as Criminal Justice, Health Science, Nursing etc.

It is very important to mention that the transition received greater faculty support than by far is normally the case. There is an old saying, "Reregistering the curriculum is like trying to move a graveyard." While on campus there was much discussion and a wide range of opinion, there was no disagreement, the process of making the change was far as being bitter and prolonged as the change we have encountered on other campuses. Our faculty did a very responsible job in this undertaking.

I can see why people have a great commitment to liberal arts and some feel that this represents quite a change from the kind of curriculum that this institution had in the first five or six years.

In addition to the characteristics of our career type majors which we sought to have achieved, they are not to become too narrowly specialized. Job situations change so fast and drastically in our day and age that we set out to prepare people to be more adaptable over a long range of subjects.

My feelings however that while our responsibility as a state college is to help them get ready to meet the problems they face as self-supporting career people, it is not necessarily essential that we not forget that we are still responsible for providing an education for them as human beings. It is the latter that we try to embody in our general education program."

We went on to talk about Assembly Bill 391 that would end put a student on the Board of Trustees. I asked Pfau what he thought about this bill that would allow anybody to sit on the board and he said that the student on the board wouldn't change much in terms of the way the Board operates at the present time. For a long time the Board of Trustees at all meetings has had a practice of having five presidents from various colleges present at Board meetings and he given them full opportunity to express student views on any matter that has come before the Board. If this is changed and one student is put on, I don't see that it will be that much different because there are twenty-one Board members.

During the interview Pfau responded to my questions with a kind of professional precision, he would lay out all of the facts regarding a certain issue and close it with his personal opinion. Yet, in his objectivity he projected a genuine concern regarding everything that affects the students and the philosophy of the school.

After talking with Pfau and becoming aquainted with him it seemed odd to me that he couldn't come up with such a question mark to so many people. Hopefully, the next time you are asked who John Pfau is you won't make the seemingly common mistake of replaying, "I don't know, isn't he a Congressman or something?"

health center provides services

There are eight people in Room 117 of the Administration Building just waiting to cure what ails you, be it a strain, a sprain or a pain. Those are the doctors and nurses at the Health Center, which is a service provided to all registered students of CSCSB, who are automatically protected by an overall insurance policy.

Some of the diagnoses and treatments available to everyone include free of charge tuberculosis skin testing and routine immunizations to communicate with healthy students, excluding all shots required for overseas travel.

There is care of wound, burn, respiratory infections, and glasular and gynecological problems. There is also care provided by our health center to communicable diseases, in particular, pneumonia, glandular and viral infections. Besides these services, the staff at the Health Center is available for professional and psychological counseling for emergency situations.

If you want to use the available service, you must present your student ID at the Health Center, which is a service provided to all registered students of CSCSB, who are automatically protected by an overall insurance policy.

The staff at the Health Center is available for professional and psychological counseling for emergency situations. They are kept on each student. At your written request a copy will be sent to any physician, hospital or similar institution.

Further information may be obtained by contacting the Student Health Center at 807-2218.

CAMPUS LIBRARY IS EASY TO USE

by Gensi King

The campus library is the most needed yet the least understood facility for many Cal State. Its set-up and method of usage is one that requires the help of a guide sheet, first hand instruction, tour or long hours of browsing and total confusion. The need for such an assistant is taught, so the Library services and students are, of course, needed. The staff at the Reference Desk are kept on each student. At your written request a copy will be sent to any physician, hospital or similar institution.

The key to the library is finding your book. When you're looking for a book and you know the title or author, then use the card catalogues which have books listed by title and author. If you do not know the title or author then look under subject matter, using the case that has books listed in this manner e.g. You are researching Juvenile Delinquency, look under this subject and various books will be listed giving the location of any special location symbols that may show up on a card.

Once you have this information, just go find the book and check it out leaving the library.

If you want to use the available periodicals located on the third floor precious time can be saved by referring to the Periodical Indexes situated on the rows of periodicals. These indexes are compiled under subject matter. Look under subject X and you will find it embarrassing to ask. The library staff is extremely willing to give a hand to anyone who needs their assistance.

The library staff is aware of the complexity of the library and have tried many ways to familiarize students in how to use it. They offer tours of classes and to individual students and it takes no time at all.

It is a fact that many students do not use their Library simply because they do not know how and find it embarrassing to ask. The library is a place where they can help you begin with your request, all requests.

The library is a place where they can help you begin with your request, all requests.

In addition students are referred by various schools to the Health Center and referred by various schools to the Health Center and referred to the Health Center by various schools.

like burning money

(CPS-ENS) A non-smokers organization called CASM at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology found that every pack of cigarettes purchased in the state, the public pays out approximately 50 cents per the purchase price for cigarette related disease and $20 million per the purchase price for healthcare of smoking related illnesses.

The study concluded that smokers and non-smokers in Massachusetts cost the state roughly $8 billion a year in public services. The study also concluded that smokers were to bear the entire expense of their habit themselves, through added state taxes, the cost of a typical pack of cigarettes would go up to $1.50.
Browny dark and hard
you are at first
Peeling off it is where you began...
Wanting it to bloom and burst, you
started to pamper and show care...
You knew what was needed and you had the tools.
It understood but needed its own resources.
Warmth comes slowly, a bud forms, but then it costs
Nothing.
Time and the soil cracks,
Because of your thoughts, which radiated a personal
meaning to it, there came a shocking, but beautiful
flower of meaning.
Biting, cold confusion makes it well;
But it never, never died.

Geni King
if i’m lyin’, i’m flyin’

by dean jackson

we used to hang on adams near crenshaw at a tacky little takeout called johnnie’s. johnnie’s stayed jammed with customers because for years they’ve specialized in the fattest, tastiest, greasiest, cheapest pastrami sandwich in town. i mean meat was actually spilling out of the sides of them buns. you have to keep the sandwich wrapped in wax paper and eat off one end so you don’t lose the meat. if i’m lyin’, i’m flyin’, and if you don’t believe me you can go there right now and check it out.

anyways, all this talk about johnnie’s and grub done made me hungry and forget my story. one time me and sam was broke. we heard they was having one of them tent revivals down near 59th and broadway. the religious folk was giving out free meals all week, trying to suck sinners into getting saved. the catch was, you had to sit through about five sermons before they brought out the chow.

me’n sam decided to scrounge one of them free meals. we waited one night, until the preaching was almost over, then snuck in the back of the tent and sat down. all i had was a quarter and wasn’t about to put it in the plate when it was passed around. sam jammed me too put the money in the plate. he’s a semi-religious dude and claimed he’d feel guilty if we didn’t put nothing in. can you dig it, he’d feel guilty about my money. i put damn quarter in just cause i didn’t want to hear no more of his mouth.

afterwards when we was dressing and kinning and grinning with the religious talk, i told sam i wasn’t ever coming back around these crazy religious fanatics no more. the didn’t have good social grub.

we got full and left hitch hiked it up to johnnie’s. now we was so full we didn’t even take him up on it. we was out front of johnnie’s when sam spotted the money. this old broad was standing around by the window. the old broad had money sticking out of her clutches and was looking back to me. she knew we was around. she looked at me and started rubbing that greedy pastrami sack up in my face. whoever this dude ephephas was, that old woman sure dug him.

by this time a crowd had gathered near and was crickin’ up on the scene. i had to get away from this woman before i lost all my cool. with all my might i grabbed her arm and started away from the old broad. she screamed a few steps after me still raving in that bible language. i hurried around front to cool out and hoped she wouldn’t follow me.

sam came around front after me. he was crying from laughing so hard.

when the old broad pulled out of the lot she was driving a new cadillac. the windows rolled up and doors locked. she caught my eye, grinned and stuck her tongue out at me.

the old broad had known all the time what me’n sam were up to.

hey, i ain’t never called nobody a religious fanatic from that time to this one.

the old broad was jibbin’ so loud that people lingering around the lot and in front of johnnie’s had started looking to see what the commotion.

so i turned to the broad and said.

"what you feel was needed was some quiet reflection, isn’t it, brother. you need the lord!" she bellowed so loud it almost busted by eardrums.

"hey slick" sam finally called.

i breathed a sigh of relief. sam had finally got enough of his jillies, cracking up on me and was coming to rescue.

"hey slick! come on, man. we gotta get to the mosque!"

sam called.

what the fuck he wanna say that for?

"yall muslims?! infidels?!" she screamed, almost jerking my arm out of the socket. "ephephas 5:5. for this ye know, that no man is an island. everyone is related. you need him!"
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McGee,' 'Ball and Chain,' 'Summertime,' and 'Try,' there are two sides of old material recorded between 1963 and 1965, none of which has seen the light of day before. Apart from the music there are two bonus tracks with Dick Cavett which add substance to her legend. It's all pure Janis from her early formative days to the power at the end and is a rich tribute to such an amazing musician. This isn't a piece of nostalgia, it's real rockin' music!

"Snow Goose" in Janes Records

Tame and again, unknown (to these shores!) English bands keep popping up with amazing concept albums which shine over anything else produced. Camel's new album, "Snow Goose" is such an impressive tour de force eclipsing even their brilliant last album, "Mirage." This new work is a beautiful instrumental folk tale describing the enchanting relationship between a snow goose, an old recluse drummer, and a young girl. The band has surpassed themselves in creating such an awesome landscape from a kaleidoscope of instruments. Forget about all that fullblown Rick Wakeman bullsh*t extravaganza and get an earful of this incredible band. Hats off to Janes again!

John Woodhouse

Tanya Tucker

"Tanya Tucker" in MCA

For a girl of such tender years, Tanya Tucker has a sweetly powerful voice which does justice to any contemporary country song which comes her way. There are many youthful prodigies billing the millions in today's teeming market and Tanya is one of the best of them having collected two solid single hits, "Delta Dawn" and "Jamestown Ferry" before she turned 16. This is her first album for MCA after a label change and it fortells that the union should be fortuitous. None of the songs are her own compositions, a fact which hasn't hindered other artists and she cleverly handles a few well known songs like "Son of a preacher man" and "When will I be loved" where she is joined by Phil Everly himself. Even though her daddy has been acting as chaperone, warding off the ogling hordes, his influence obviously doesn't extend to blue pencilling her material which sometimes reeks of salad days and stinging nights; "Traveling salesman," for one, is a corny ditty, with a visiting salesman in a small town.

Most of her material with the right exposure would be easily acceptable to non-country audiences and I'm sure it won't be too long before her name is as widely known as Linda Ronstadt's. It took many years before Linda gained the recognition she deserved. Hopefully Tanya won't have to wait so long.

Janis Joplin

"Janis" in Columbia

"Janis" is the soundtrack from the new biographical movie which is doing the rounds and the moment and which will eventually find its way out to this desolation row as well as the classics like, 'Me and Bobby

Brother Jack and many more. And of course, the songs which were liable to start riots all over England when ever it was played, the immortal, 'All right now.' Free sure were a great band and this album spotlights them in their full might.

"Seastones" in Round Records

And now, to use a well worn phrase, for some country songs different, being the kind of music you definitely don't hear very often, if ever at all. Basically "Seastones" can be described as a very strange futuristic, acid soundtrack of out of this world electronic music produced by Ned Logan and Phil Lesb, bassist for the Grateful Dead, which was created by such San Francisco heavies as Jerry Garcia, David Crosby, Grace Slick, David Freiberg, Mickey Hart and Spencer Dryden. But such a list is rather a joke when you realize how impossible it is to recognise any of their embellishments because they have been distorted beyond any recognisable form.

If you've been racking your brains for that present which is a little bit different, "Seastones" might be the answer. As the accompanying police warn, "This album has produced strong biophysical, electromagnetics, psychochemical and sexual reactions in both living and nonliving matter." Phew!

THE CAL-STATE FRESHMAN
CLASS PRESENTS
"RAVANA"
PLAYING AT
"THE LAST BIG FLING" AT CAL-STATE GYM FRIDAY, JUNE 6 STARTING AT 8 P.M. TO 1 A.M. ALL FOR ONLY $1.00 AT THE DOOR.

Showing the finest in erotic adult films
FINE ARTS RITZ
480 North 'D' St. THEATER
San Bernardino 136 N Euclid Ontario 889-7815 984-9113

ADMISSION PRICE 750
Students over 18 with I.D. are welcome
The devil aint all that was in Miss Jones during her quest to expand her horizons. Bananas, grapes, and water hoses also made guest appearances. Miss Jones was hard on bananas. I'm glad I didn't find out whether there were any watermelons or pineapples in Miss Jonesen's fruit bowl. There is no fact of the kind that Miss Jones proved her point, and she can be proud of her level.

The climax of this movie occurred when Miss Jones heard a story about the double whammy. Oh, if my friends could see me now.

The film, like all American literary classics, was characteristically filled with symbolism, shape the moral fibers of our country. Overst examples included: 1. practice makes perfect, Miss Jones was advised by a rank beginner to an expert, 2. seek and ye shall find, first not knowing where to look, Miss Jones found out in a hurry, and 3. to succeed and get ahead, one must work hard, think big and look slick.

If Miss Jones shaved her head, she could double for Rokaj. Each one doing the other's job for a little while.

If Miss Jones exhausted her acting offers and joins the unemployment line, she could easily go to work for Hoover vacuum cleaners. She also sucks up everything in sight.

Miss Jones is the perfect example of todays up and coming liberated woman. She is satisfied in pursuing her own affairs. This tingling and stimulating affair gets underway as a frustrated and impotent Mrs. Jones. She had a look and returns to life seeking lust. A body could rust on a diet of lust and sitting home watching TV. Somewhere between Playboy magazine, and next Tuesday nights FTA. Somewhere between a honky tonk queen, and what all the dog did today. A body could rust on a diet of lust and sitting home watching TV. As well oiled as Miss Jones was in her superb display of pommes on the waterbed, she need not worry about rusting. Her performance was a tribute to the lust.

Teach, Miss Jones'es hard and fast male co-star, pursued the wrong profession in life. He definitely should have been a dentist, displacing an incredible innate ability to fill cavities, especially those of Miss Jones.

The job available

Thinking about going out on your own but worried about the risk? A major western financial concern offers a great opportunity before you commit yourself. This opportunity offers through training, unlimited income potential and extensive fringe benefits.

If interested call John Le Vague at either 925-4900 or 925-5900, CAL-WESTERN LIFE.

VENUS is interested in your children development plus a $10.00 a month child day care center? Help us by you and your child participating in our informative and productive summer pilot program.

We ask only that Mothers attend a three (3) hour (8.30 to 11.30 a.m., Fridays) group discussion designed to aid Mothers in handling child's developmental needs and a three (3) hour one (1) week week session with their child.

If interested contact Dianna Irvin, Learning Center, California State College, San Bernardino, 875-7457.

**SENIOR CLASS BAR-B-QUE**

**EVERYONE IS INVITED**

**AT THE DOOR**

**FOOD AND BEVERAGES SERVED**

1:00 - 5:00 FRIDAY, JUNE 13TH

**LIVE BAND; ENTRANCE IN THE LOWERING MOUNTAIN AREA.

**SOFTBALL, VOLLEYBALL, SWIMMING, DANCING**